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Introduction:

Title:

Theory:

Hypothesis:

Theoretical Construct I:

Corresponding Operational Definition:

Theoretical Construct II:

Corresponding Operational Definition:

Design:

Study (Experimental or Quazi-Experimental):

Subjects:

Independent Variable I:

Scale of Measurement:
Levels of Independent Variable I (If Qualitative):

Independent Variable II:

Scale of Measurement:
Levels of Independent Variable II (If Qualitative):

Dependent Variable I:

Scale of Measurement:

Dependent Variable II:

Scale of Measurement:

Results:
Main Effect I (Of First IV):

Main Effect II (Of Second IV):

Interaction (If more than one IV):

Discussion (This is what YOU, not the Authors, think of the study):

Did the Operational Definitions Correspond well to the Theoretical Constructs?

If the results were significant, did they have a big effect?

What are the Potential Confounds?

Do you agree with the Authors?

How would you have done the Study differently?

Even if you are completely happy with the Study, what would you do next?